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The United States oceanographer Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873) wa~ one of thc imponant 
correspondents of thc Prussian natumhst Alexander von Humboldt ( 1769-1859). A\ both arc regard-
ed lli> ptonecrs of marine \ciences by the oceanography community, it b wonh having a closer Iook 
at their intcraction. 1t ts not widcly known that Maury visited Humboldt in Ber1in in 1853 after at-
tendmg thc .,lntcrnattOnal Maritime Meteorological Conference" in Brusseh. Humbo1dt had bccn 
very intcrcstcd in allmarine matters ever since his expcdition to America (1799-1804). ln his ,.Per-
sonal narmtive" andin latcr works, Humboldt covered oceanographic queMions in somc detai1, part-
ly using his own scries of regular Observations at sea that included surfacc temperatures. currcnt\ and 
other matters. Maury, a navy officcr, had a very different, non-acadernie background. As hcad of thc 
Naval Observatory m Washington, he issucd wind and current charts bascd on ab<,tract Iogs sent to 
him both by navy and mcrchant vesscls. Eventually Maury's explanation<, grew into a book: this ma-
terial formed thc nuclcus of his famous ,.Physical Geography of the Sea". This book Wlli> editcd and 
reprinted again and again and trans1ated into many languages. lt was regarded a\ a basic textbook of 
oceanography untilthe Britbh ,.Challengcr"-Expcdition (1872-1876) inaugurated a new era in ma-
rine scicnces. Apparently, it was Humboldt who suggestcd the tit1e of Maury's main work. perhaps 
during their mecting in Bcrlin. 
Our paper focuscs on thc correspondencc between Humboldt and Maury at a tune when the lattcr 
had to strugglc for his scientific rcputation in his own country. Maury had many admtrcn, all over 
the world. Howcvcr. his highly specu1ativc and un"ientific approaches and rcligiou\ arguments in 
"Physical Geography of the Sca" wcre abo widely critici<,ed. Thus. Maury wa., intere\ted in receiv-
ing advice and suppon from Humboldt, who was regarded a<, the leading European natural scienLi\t 
ofthat time. 
Maury·., main contributions came too late for Humboldt to incorporatc them into .. Co~mo\". Never-
theless Humboldt exprc\\ed a vivid interc<,t in Maury's investigations into currents and deep sea 
morphology 111 connccti()n with thc fiN Atlantic telegraph cable project. This project w:l!> a tcchnical 
and \Cientific highlight of thc mid 19th century and is also a matter of discus~ion in their corre<,pon-
dence. 
Alexander von Humboldl und Malthew Fountaine Maury - zwei Pioniere der marinen Wis-
senschaften. Der nordamcrikanische Oteanograph Matthew Fontaine Maury ( 1806- 1873) gehört tu 
den wichtigen Bricfpannern des preußischen Naturfor~chers Alexander von Humboldt ( 1769-1859). 
1 Text editor: Jason H. Lindquist, lndiana Uni versity, Bloomington. 
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Da beide als Ptoniere der Meerc~l..undc ange~ehcn werden, er,cheint es angemessen, ihr gemeinsa-
mes Wirken näher 1u unter,uchen. Nicht allgemein bekannt 1\t die Tatsache, daß ich Humboldt und 
Maury 1853 tn Berlin per\önlich begegnet sind, nachdem lel!lerer an der von ihm im wesentlichen 
organisierten eNen " Internationalen Konferen1 für Manurne Meteorologte" in Brüssel teilgenom-
men haue. Humboldt war bereits während seiner amenkamsehen Expedition ( 1799-1804) an meeres-
kundlichen Fragen hoch interessiert. ln 'e111er Reisebeschretbung "Relation historique du voyage aux 
regtons equinox tales du Nouveau Conttnent" und 111 ~päteren Werken behandelte Humboldt meere-
skundliche Fragen und nuttte dabei eigene Beobachtungen und Me~suogen, etwa 7ur Oberflächent-
emperatur und /U Strömungen. 
Maury haue als Marineoffitier e111en ntchtakademischen berulltchen Hintergrund. Als Direktor des 
Marineobservatoriums ui Wash111gton publ11ierte er Wind- und Strömungskarten, die auf Berichten 
beruhten. die thm Kapitäne sowohl von Knegs- als auch Handelsschiffen sandten. Die den Karten 
beigefUgten Erläuterungen wuchsen bald lU einem Buch an. Auf dtesem Matertal beruhte dann auch 
Maurys berühmtes Buch .,Physical Geography of the Sea" Dieses Werk erschien in vielen Auflagen 
und wurde in 1ahlretche Sprachen übersetzt. Es galt als Standardwerk der Meereskunde, bi die Bri-
tische "Challenger"-Expcditton ( 1872-1876) em neues Zeitalter der Meereskunde einleitete. Augen-
scheinlich haue Humboldt den Titel für Maurys Hauptwerk vorgeschlagen, wohl während der Ber-
liner Begegnung. 
Der vorliegende Aufsatz beschäftigt sich in er~ter Linie mit der Korrespondenz zwischen Humboldt 
und Maury zu e111er Zeit, als der amerikanische Marincofli11cr um sein wissenschaftliches Ansehen 
in den USA kämpfen mußte. Maury besaß in aller Weh viele Bewunderer, was jedoch nicht bedeute-
te, daß -.e111e -.pckulativen und unwissenschaftlichen Ansätze und religiösen Deutungen in "Physical 
Geography of the Sea" nicht auch Mark kritisiert wurden. Somit war Maury an Ratschlägen und vor 
allem an moralischer Unter\tützung durch Humboldt tnh:resstcrt. der als der fUhrende Naturforscher 
seiner Zeit galt. 
Maurys wesentliche Beitrüge zur Meereskunde kamen tu spat, um noch 111 Humboldts " Kosmos" ih-
ren Niederschlag zu finden. Ntchtsdestowenigcr druckte Humholdt ~ein lebhaftes Interesse an Mau-
ry'> Unter\uchungen über Meersströmungen und an der Erkundung der submarinen Morphologie aus, 
die die Verlegung des ersten transatlantischen Telegraphenkahcls vorbereitete. Dieses Projekt wurde 
ah teehilisehe und wissenschaftliche HöchstletMung in der Mute des 19. Jahrhundert auch in der 
Korresponden1 ~:wischen Humboldt und Maury berührt. 
1. Introduction: Two pioneers of marine sciences 
At the VlJth International Congress on the History of Oceanography in Kalin-
ingrad/Königsberg (September gth to Wh, 2003). a special symposium was held 
to commemorate the first " International Maritime Metcorological Conference" in 
Brussels in 1853. This conference had been organized by the American oceanog-
rapher and navy officer Matthew Fontaine Maury, who visited Alexander von 
Humbo ldt in Berlin soon after the conference. Becausc Humboldt had al o been 
interested in marine sciences ever since crossing the Atlantic Ocean from Spain to 
Venezuela in 1799, the hi tory of oceanography may benefit from a more detailed 
study of the communication between these outstanding men. Both arc regarded as 
pioneer of marine sciences, but their background, their careers and characters 
were quite different, as were their approaches to lhe study of the ea. Their inter-
action<; inc lude letters and other personal communications, as weil as reference to 
each other in major works. 
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The . cientific relations between Humboldt and Maury were fir t analysed 
by Korturn ( 1985), who presented some details of their Berlin meeting on Septem-
ber 14th, 1853, and referred to ome of their letters. A y tematic documentation 
of their correspondence is included in Schwarz (2004), an edition of Humboldt's 
correspondence related to the United States. Humbo ldt liked to call hirnself ,.half 
an American", in part becau e two hundred year ago, from May 20th to June 30th, 
1804, he paid a short visit to the United State on his way back to Europe. Hum-
boldt's visit to the U.S. has been very weil documented by Herman R. Friis 
( 1959). Thus we know exactly which places he visited and who he met (cp. 
Schwarz, 200 I). lt seems that Humboldt had not planned his trip to the United 
Statc long in advance. It was the American consul in Havana who had convinced 
Humboldt that. with his experience , he would be very welcome in the new Re-
public. Humboldt cnjoyed his tay during which he met the cientific elite in 
Philadelphia, as weil as member of the administration and the president hirnself 
in Wa hington. Humboldt saw President Jeffer on several times in the White 
House. Their correspondence between 1804 and 1825 was certainly more ubstan-
ti al and became more widely known than the letters which Humboldt exchanged 
with Maury some decades later. 
Humboldt's stay in the United States was short but it became the basi of 
a deep intercst tn thc scientific and political developments in the young Republic 
on the part of the Pru~sian explorer. He wa always eager to get new information 
through Jettcrs and visitors, and Maury was only one of them. Among Humboldt's 
American corrcspondcnts we find statesmen Albert Gallatin and James Madi on, 
explorer John C. Frcmont, historian William H. Prescott, painter George Catlin, 
a tronomer Benjamin A. Gould, and naturalists Louis Agas iz, Alexander Dallas 
Bache and Benjamin Silliman, Sr. 
Today, two hundred years after his retum to Europe, Humboldt's world 
view and his achicvcments as explorer, statesman and author are bcginning to re-
ceive new attention in both the Old and the New World. 
From Humboldt's perspective, the United States - and particularly its ci-
cntists - alway~ played a special rote. This paper investigates hi relation to one 
of the e outstanding U.S. citizens. 
2. Humboldt and oceanography 
Humboldt visited Königsberg severaJ times. ln April and December 1829 he and 
his companions passed the city on their way to and from Russia. Five year later 
Humboldt went thcrc again as part of the King's suite, taking a Russian steam boat 
from Swinemünde/Swinoujscie. Jn Königsberg he mct thc famous astronomer 
Friedrich Wilhelm Sessel on August 29th, 1834. On his way back he realized in 
Danzig/Gdansk that he had forgotten his thermometer and so he asked Bessel to 
send it to Berlin (cf. Felber 1994, p. 9 1 ). While on board, he mea ured the urface 
temperature of the Bahic Sea and was able to de cribe an upwelling event off the 
Pommerania coast, which occur there frequently under certain meteorological 
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conditions (cp. Kortum!Lehmann 1997). This epi'>ode indicates Humboldt's strong 
inclination towards marine re earch. He was a co,mopohtan gcmu. with a multi-, 
or better said, a trans-di ciplinary approach to nature and thc world as a whole. 
This is one rcason why he is still an important \Ource of in-,piratton for any mod-
ern scientist with a background in ecology. His long life and thc multitude of sub-
jects and ideas covered in his publications and Ietter'> will aJ-,o be studied by com-
ing gencrations. Unity in diversity, as expressed in hi'> "Cosmm,", is only one in-
nuential topos. Humboldt did not use the term .. geography" very often, and when 
he did, it was mostly in the context of plant ecology. And yet. he can certainly be 
rcgarded as one prominent founder of this modern disciplinc. All Humboldt bi-
ographies - and there are many - Iist his contributions to othcr arts and sciences, 
such as painting, literature, ethnography, cartography, astronomy, botany, medi-
cine, mining and geology, meteorology and others. 
Oceanography i part of this wide '>pectrum. Humboldt had an emotional 
relation to thc ocean, as he confes<,ed in the final paragraph of his somewhat short, 
but conci'>e marine-sciences ection of hi'> .. co..,mo..,··. Summariling hi!-. own expe-
rience and knowledge around 1845, Humboldt wrote: "A pcculiar predilection for 
the sea [in the German original: .. eigenthümlichc Vorliebe für das Meer"], and a 
grateful remembrance of the impression which it has cxc•ted in my mind, when 1 
have seen it in the tropics in the calm nocturnal rest, or in the fury of the tempest, 
have alone induced me to speak of the individual cnjo)'ment afforded by its aspect 
before I entered upon the consideration of the favorable inllucncc which the prox-
imity of the ocean has incontrovertibly cxercised on thc cultivation of the intellect 
and character of many nations, by the multiplication of thosc bands which ought 
to encircle the whole of humanity [ ... ]" (llumboldt 1997, vol. I: 310). Early in his 
"Personal Narrative", Humboldt record!-. a similar senllment: .. From my earliest 
youth I had feit an ardent desire to travel into distant regions, which Europeans 
had seldom visited [ ... ]. Educated in a country which has no direct communica-
tion with the colanies of eilher lndia, Jiving amidst mountams. remote from the 
coasts, and celebrated for their numerous mines. I feit an incrcasing passion for 
the sea, and distant expedition . [ ... ) The taste for herbonsat10n. the stud) of geol-
ogy. rapid cxcursions to Holland, England, and France. w1th the celebrated Mr. 
George For ... ter, who had the happiness to accompan) Captain Cook in his second 
expedition round thc globe, contributed to give a detenmned direction to the plan 
of travel. which I had formed at eighteen year.., of agc." (Humboldt/Bonpland 
1972, vol. I: 3-4.) Some pages later he added: .. 1 ... ] f rom thc nature of my consti-
tution l never was subject to sea-sickness, and fcel an extreme ardour for study 
during thc whole time I am at sca." (Humboldt/Bonpland 1972. vol. 1: 44.) The 
first volumc of his narrative reads like a log book and 1s a class1C document in the 
history of oceanography containing long passagc.., on ocean currents, sea weed and 
other matters. At sea, Humboldt used his excellcnt marine chronometer and a tro-
nomical instruments as weil as his thermometcr whcncver possible. As a result, 
his Atlantic crossing from the port of La Corunna in Spain to Cumana in 
Venetuela (June 51h to July J61h, 1799 via Tenerife) bccame a rescarch cruise. Fur-
thermore, Humboldt crossed the Caribbean scvcral Limes. His observations there 
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Fig. I: A. v. Humboldt in 1857 (Lithograph after a photograph by Vinzen1 Katzlcr). 
are less known, as they were not inc luded in the popular German edition of the 
" Personal Narrative" (Humboldt 1859/ 1860). lt took him 42 days at sea to get 
from Callao in Peru to Acapulco in Mexico (with a stopover in Guayaquil, be-
tween January 4th and February 17th, 1803). Hi Pacific experience was also of 
some consequence, as the cold water current off the Peruvian coast was later 
named the "Humboldt Current" (Humboldt-Strom) in German literature. At the 
beginning, Humboldt did not like this name, but he later feit flattered. 
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Fig. 2: A. v. Humboldt in his apartment in Berlin, Oranienburger Strasse 67, where he met M. F. Maury 
in his library room on September 13th, 1853 (after a watercolour painting by Eduard Hildebrandt, 1856). 
lncluding his journey back to Europe (from Yeracruz to Havana, March 
7th to 19th, 1804; from Havana to Philadelphia, April 291h to May 20th, 1804; 
from Philade lphia to Bordeaux, June 30th to August Ist, 1800) ten percent of 
Humboldt's expedition to America was pent on board different vessel . With 
more than 208 total days at sea, the explorer had more ocean experience than 
ome modern oceanographers. Details of his marine investigations are scattered 
throughout hi works and need further study. To give only an example, it was 
Humboldt who first suggested a multi-ship survey of the Gulf Stream area, 
equipped with state-of-the-art-equipment - an innovative idea indeed. 
ln Germany, the oceanographic community is aware of Humboldt's pio-
neering role in the development of marine sciences, and a middle-sized research 
vessel was named after him (retired from service in August 2004). Geographers 
and oceanographers, espec ially from Kiel University, have preserved Humboldt's 
marine legacy over the decades (Krümme! 1907/1911, Wüst 1959, Dietrich 1970, 
Korturn 1985 - Korturn 2003, cp. Kohl 1966, Defant 1960 and Engelmann 1969 a). 
Apart from his "Personal Narrative," we find extensive marine passages 
in Humboldt's "Yiews of Nature" (Humboldt 1849 a, Eng!. translations: Humboldt 
1849 b, Humboldt 1850) and in his monumental "Cosmos" (Humboldt 1845-1 862, 
Eng!. translations: Humboldt 1846- 1858; Humboldt 1997). 
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His marine texts cover physical oceanography (mainly temperature 
regime and ocean currents, maritime meteorology, marine biology and marine ge-
ology, about which very little was known around 1850). Some detail of Hum-
boldt's views will be discussed below. lt is important to note that Maury's corre-
spondence with Humboldt did not start until 1849 - after the completion of the 
ftrst edition of the "Wind and Current Charts". There are, therefore, no reference 
to Maury in Humboldt's publications before that date. Humboldt quotes other au-
thorities in the marine context, especially "An Tnvestigation of the Currents of the 
Atlantic Ocean·' by the British hydrographer J. Renneil (Rennell 1832). He visited 
Renneil in London in J 829 in order to obtain his sea surface temperature data. 
Rennell's theories on Atlantic circulation (ftr t impul e from the Agulhas Current 
araund the Cape of Good Hope) influenced Humboldt and Maury alike. In his 
own publications, Humboldt reflects an early stage in the development of 
oceanography - the observational phase of the era of circumnavigations. Thus, the 
passages on oceanography in the "Personal Narrative" were outdated by the time 
the German edition by Hermann Hauff appeared. However, the author declined to 
revise and update the text which he had written decades before in French. The ex-
ten ive marine footnote in the third edition of "Views of Nature" appear to be 
more "modern". 
Maury's approach fascinated Humboldt, who, like Benjamin Franklin and 
other Americans, feit that the knowledge of the ocean current ystem and its vari-
abi lity would make navigation faster and safer. Today, in an era when scholars are 
rediscovering Humboldt's merits in general and his contributions to the sciences 
in particular, we admire his fresh spirit and inspiration in addressing oceanograph-
ic matters. Humboldt made his own Observations and experiments whenever he 
was on board a vessel. Even before his departure for America he used the time 
aboard the "Pizarro" for an important experiment that is described in hi ,,Per onaJ 
Narrative": 
"Crossing from Corunna to Ferrol in shallow water, near the White 
Signal, in the bay, which according to d ' Anville is the Portus Mag-
nus of the Ancients, we made several experiments by means of a 
vaJved thermometrical sounding Iead, on the temperature of the 
ocean, and on the decrement of caJorie in the successive strata of 
water. The thermometer on the bank, and near the surface, was 
from 12.5° to 13.3° centigrades, while in deep water it constantly 
marked 15° or 15.3°, the air being at 12.8°. The celebrated 
Franklin, and Mr. Jonathan Williams, author of the work which ap-
peared at Philadelphia under the title ThermometricaJ Navigation, 
were the first to invite the attention of the naturalists to the phe-
nomena of the temperature of the ocean over shoals, and in that 
zone of tepid flowing waters, which runs from the Gulf of Mexico 
to the banks of Newfoundland, and the northem coasts of Europe. 
The observation, that the proximity of a sand-bank is indicated by a 
rapid descent of the temperature of the sea at it's surface, is not on-
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ly intere ting to the naturalbt, but may become al o very important 
for the safety of navigators." (Humboldt, 1972, vol. I: 29-30). 
Thus, "Humboldt thc Navigator" (cf. Kortum, 200 I a; Kort um, 200 I b) used U.S. 
sources for hi ocean studies dating from lhe time of his visits to Philadelphia and 
Wa hington in 1804. About half a century later, the Prussian scienti t became 
aware of Maury's important researche . 
3. M. F. Maury, pathfinder of the sea 
Mo t contemporary textbook. on oceanography include an introductory chapter 
on history, and Maury is mentioned at some length in all of them. Looking at the 
few monographs on the hi tory of oceanograph) (Herdman 1923, Schlee 1973, 
Deacon 1997), we find that Humboldt's contributions are either not considered at 
all or are reduced to footnotes. Thi~ is due to different reception~ of national lega-
cies. In Paffen/Korturn ( 1984) the German tradition was covered in detail, includ-
ing an appreciation of Humboldt's influence on manne science. Mo. t ources are 
unaware of the fact that Maury had met Humboldt and that they exchanged Ietter . 
Hopefully, a new era of global networking will correct the limited scope of current 
schotarship aboutthese pioneers in both Germany and the Anglo-Saxon world. Bi-
ographies of Maury by Caskie ( 1928), Leighly (lntroduction to Maury 1963), 
Maury Corbin ( 1888), Lewi ( 1927), Wayland ( 1930), Williams ( 1963), as well a 
shorter reviews of his life and career (Schumacher 1953, Whippie 1963 and oth-
ers), concentrate on four major issues: Maury's "Wind and current charts with ex-
planations to accompany lhem", his "The Physical Geography of the Sea and it 
Meteorology", the Brussels Conference which Maury had organiz.ed, and the 
transatlantic ubmarine telegraph line. In fact. all these main aspect of his work 
are referred to in the correspondence wilh Humboldt. 
For Humboldt, the ocean was just one object of research among many 
others, lhough it was certainly of great importance to him. For Maury, as a navy 
man, the sea wa his life. When Maury wa<> bom on January J4Lh, 1806 in Freder-
icksburg, Virginia, Humboldt wa already a famous scientist working tagether 
with pecialists on the publication of his findings and Observations from his Amer-
ican expedition. Two days after Maury's birth, Humboldt lecturcd in Berlin on lhe 
indigenous peoples of America and their monumcnts (cf. Biermann/Jahn/Lange 
1983: 37). Humbo1dt was many years older than Maury, and their personalitie 
and career differed greatly. Nevertheless, they would later develop a deep appre-
ciation for each other's works. 
In 1810 Maury's father, a poor farmer, moved westward and settled near 
Franklin, Tenne . ee. Today this county is adjacent to lhe Maury and Humboldt 
counties; thus Franktin is ,.geographically" honoured by both of them. Maury 
pent hi<> youlh and school time near Franklin. He entered lhe U.S. Navy as a mid-
shipman in 1825 and spent most of the next nine year!-. at . ea, crossing lhe Atlantic 
several times, sailing around South America, and going we. tward around the 
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Fig. 3: M. F. Maury about the ume he left for the Brussels conference in 1853 (Photograph by Bcndann, 
Library of Congrc~~. Wilhams 1963: 29 1 ). 
globe. After this circumnavigation, he took a Ionger leave and Started writing 
about navigation and nautical astronomy (Maury 1836). 
ln October 1839 hj right leg was severely injured when his stage coach 
overturned en route to New York, where he was to report for duty. He never fully 
recovered from this accident and was no Ionger fit for acti vc duty on a ve el. One 
of his biographers remarked arca Lically that thi accident, which ended Maury' 
career with the navy, was a troke of Juck for the development of marine cience; 
eventually, however, Maury was recalled to duty on July Ist, 1842 after a period of 
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idleness, and he served as Superintendent of the Navy's Depot of Charts and ln-
truments. This shore-based agency was later reorganized and renamed lhe Naval 
Ob ervatory (after 1866 it was called lhe Hydrographie Office). A uperintendent, 
Maury wa now in lhe position to combine his nautical a tronomy interests wilh 
compilations of statistical data from log books sent to lhe Ob ervatory. In summa-
ry, a Leighly put it in 1963, he tumed his attention from lhe heavens to lhe sea 
and the atmosphere. Maury introduced special reporting forms (abstract Iogs) for 
masters of all U.S. vessels; these Iogs had tobe senl for centralized processi ng to 
Washington. This approach was unique and very helpful in producing wind and 
current charts for different parts of the oceans. The first set of sheets appeared in 
1847 and was distributed free of charge to all participants in the project. Over the 
year , Maury and his staff received more and more Iogs which were carefully re-
viewed. In 1851, the publication of ,,Explanations and Sailing Directions to ac-
company the Wind and Current Charts" began. The 81h edition of this work, en-
larged and improvcd, was published in two volumes 1858. Obviously, the masters 
and officers liked Maury's form of presentation. Theinformation he provided was 
nece ary for finding a fast and safe way across the eas. In the introduction to the 
fir t edition of his "Physical Geography of the Sea", Maury stated: "The primary 
object of 'Wind and Current Charts,' out of which has grown this Treatise on the 
Phy ical Geography of the Sea, was to collect the experience of every navigator as 
to the wind and currents of lhe ocean, to discus his observations upon them, and 
then to present thc world with the results on charts for the improvement of com-
merce and navigation." (Maury 1855: lll.) Furthermore, Maury outlined the back-
ground and results of the International Maritime Congress in Brussels 1853, which 
he had organized and at which he had presided. This was certainly the culmination 
of Maury's career. He records: "Therefore, all who use the sea were equally inter-
esred in the undertaking. The govemment of the United States, so con idering the 
matter, proposed a uniform system of observations at sea, and invited all the mar-
itime states of Christendom to a conference on the subject. [ .. . ] This conference, 
consi ting of representatives from France, England and Russia, from Sweden and 
Norway, Holland, Denmark, Belgium, Portugal, and the United States, met in 
Brussels, August 23, 1853, and recommended a plan of observation which hould 
be followed on board the vessels of all friendfy nations, and especially of those 
lhere present in the persons of their repre entatives. [ ... ] Prussia, Spain, the free 
city of Hamburg, the republics of Bremen and Chi li , and lhe empires of Austria 
and Brazil, have since offered their co-operation also in the ame plan" (Maury 
1855: XII-XIII). And Maury continued: "Thus the sea ha been brought regularly 
within the domains of philosophical research, and crowded wilh observers. [ ... ] 
Baron Humboldt is of opinion that the results already obtai ned from this system of 
research are sufficient to give ri e to a new department of science, which he has 
called the Physical Geography of the Sea." (Maury 1855: XIII.) We agree with 
Fig. 4 (left): Maury·~ bathymetric chan of the North Atlantic Ocean (The Physical Geography of the 
Sea, 8th edition, 1861, Schlee 1974: 46-47). 
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Leighly (1963) and Williams ( 1963) that the title of Maury' main book, which is 
ba ed, in principle, on thc .,Explanations and Sailing Direction " (many parts are 
identical), was suggestcd by Humboldt to Maury, probably during their meeting in 
Berlin. Maury First uscd this term in the 61h edition of his 1854 "Explanalions" as 
a heading for the section on the investigations of the Atlantic Ocean made under 
his direction. 
Maury's work was rcprinted many times and appeared in everal foreign 
translations. Its obvious success, howcver, did not prevent scientbts from everely 
crilicising it. As one scholar noted, "In spite of its popularity the book had somc 
erious shortcomings. and these did not go unnoticed. What bothered scientists 
about Maury's work was the oversimplified and often Contradietory explanation 
which he insisted upon ad\ancing for allthe data that fell into Maury's hand l ... ]. 
While energy and ambition went a long way towards making up for hi Iack of 
formal education, thesc admirable qualities were not enough to initiate Maury into 
the intricacies of geophysics and fluid dynamics. Yet these were thc areas which 
fascinated him. and he formulated lheorie concerning the most complex y tems 
of the ea and supportcd h1s contentions with a few ob ervations. a vast number of 
as umption , and quotat1ons from the Bible." (Schlee 1973: 58-59). lt may be true 
that Maury had an "amatcurish approach to science", a tendency which infuriated 
A. D. Bache, L. Agassi/, Joseph Henry and other contemporarics in the United 
States who were also intcrcsted in marine science. The German geographer Jo-
hann Georg Kohl , who had emigrated to the U.S. and was working for Bache dur-
ing the years 1854 to 1857, compiled an account of the history of Gulf Stream re-
earch for the United Statcs Coast Survey, which he published in German after re-
turning home (Kohl 1966). In hi book we find a more detailed discussion of the 
competition between thc various agencies in America and the difficultie Maury 
had to face a a result. lt should be mentioned that Kohl was one of the lirst cien-
ti ts who began to appreciate Humboldt's contribution to oceanography; he knew, 
for instancc, that Humboldt was worki ng on a Iongertext about ocean current and 
that he had prepared a chart of the North Atlantic (Kohl 1966: 125). Unfortunately 
this map is lost, but details may have found their way into the map of the AtJantic 
Ocean that was included in Heinrich Berghau ' "Phy ikalischer Atlas," a work 
published to accompany Humboldt's "Cosmos" (Berghaus 2004: 32/33). 
Maury was a Southerner and had no New England acadcmic background. 
On Apri l 201h, 186 1 he chose to resign from the United States Navy and Ieave the 
Naval Observatory. He was commissioned in the Confederate State Navy and 
went to England on a sccret mission to acquire vessels. After the war, Maury's 
wind and current project was not continued, and he dccided to go to Mexico. Later, 
he went to England in onJer to promote a military torpedo project. In 1868, he ac-
cepted a chair at the Virginia Military Institute and Started to writc a popular man-
uaJ of geography for schools. In addition to these activities, he lectured on diverse 
Fig. 5 (left): Secuon of ,.Karte vom Atlanti'>Chen Ocean; 7Ur Uber..icht der Strömungen und Handels-
straßen, der Wänne-Verbreuung. des Seebodens etc." (From Berghau\ 2004: 32133). 
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mauers in many citie . Matthew F. Maury died in Lexington, Virginia on February 
1st, I 873. In Septemberofthat year, his body was taken to its final resting place in 
Richmond. A monument to him was unveiled there in 1929 (the sculptor wa F. 
W. Sievers). ln 19 I 5 a hall had been dedicated to Maury at the United State 
Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. Hi bust stands in The Hall of Farne for 
Great Americans at New York University (see photos in Williams 1963: 290-291 ). 
It i not possible here to analyse Maury's works in detail or to discuss the 
arguments of his critics concerning the arrangement and style of his books or the 
physicaJ misconceptions and religious connotations which crept into his work. 
Maury was a practically minded man, and Humboldt appreciated his efforts, the 
merits and fame of which have survived more than a century. Today the history 
science community in the United States with interest in marine subjects organizes 
a Maury-Conference every other ycar to honour this "pathfinder of the seas". 
4. The relationship between Humboldt and Maury 
On May 26lh, 1859, Maury sent the following lines to the American Geographical 
and Statistical Society of New York, which was preparing a commemorative meet-
ing for Humboldt: 
"As great, important and valuable as are the contributions which 
Humboldt made directly to the generat stock of human knowledge, it 
may weil be questioned whether those which, simply by his influ-
ence, he induced, assisted and enabled others to proeure or to make, 
are not manifold greater. With unerring judgement he knew how to 
encourage, and when to commend. Often in the loneliness of his call-
ing, has the 'well done' of this great man cheered and encouraged the 
tudent with his speciality, the philosopher with his researches". 
(Schwarz 2004: 575.) 
These remarks precisely outline the relationship between Maury and Humboldt 
and corroborate all we know about Humboldt's contacts with other researchers, 
authors, arti ts etc. whom he helped in one way or another, especially when in 
Berlin. Often it was enough help to write some lines in a Ietter of recommendation 
or to advise the King of Prussia to sponsor a specific project. The Humboldt bi-
ographies give many examples of such interventions. For Humboldt it was a form 
of indirect influence and networking - and it is certainly a charming part of his 
character. Obviously, Maury tried to profit from the relationship as weil, in part 
because he had problems at home: this may be one more reason that he ap-
proached Humboldt. Their correspondence consists of ten letters they exchanged 
between 1849 and 1859. However, the numerous references to Maury in letters 
from Humboldt to other persans in America and Europe are important, too. In par-
ticular, the American Consul in Leipzig, Johann Gottfried Flügel, received a Iot of 
information from Humboldt, and whenever he read some favourable judgement of 
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American scientists, he copied and sent the quotations to tho e who were prai ed. 
Humboldt particularly admired Maury's tremendous efforts in making 
ocean navigation safer and faster, and he supported Maury in his exploration of 
the Grand Circle line from Newfoundland to ireland as a preparation for the first 
submarine Atlantic telegraph. 
4. 1. Humboldt and Maury's "Wind and Current Charts" 
"Lieul. Maury presents his compliments to Baron Alexander De Humboldt and 
begs that the Baron will do the Lieul. the favour to acccpt a et of 'Wind & Cur-
rent Charts' which the Licul. has the honour of sending thro' his friend, Profe sor 
Rümker of Hamburgh." (Schwarz 2004: 257.) 
This is the beginning of the first Ietter which Maury sent to Humboldl. It 
i dated September 5th, 1849. Maury was at that time fourty-three years old, Hum-
boldt ju t hy of eighty. Humboldt\ famou travel in South and Centrat America 
had tarted fi fty years before; his expedition to Russia had taken place in 1829. 
And still , the world famous travellcr and scientist had ten years ahead of him. 
Tho e were years of hard Iabor on his "Cosmo ", years of service at the Prussian 
court, and years of promoting young. gifted scientists. 
In 1844, Maury had been appointed head of the newly built Naval Obser-
vatory in Washington. DC. This had happened again c;;t the opposition of his prede-
ce or in this position, the astronomer James Mclville Gill iss. Gilliss was close to 
a group o f influential men who controlled important scientific institutions in the 
United States. Since 1843 the Coast Survey had been directed by A. D. Bache, a 
great-grand on of Benjamin Franklin. Bache's friend J. Henry taught physic at 
Princeton, and, in 1846. bccame the founding secretary of the Smith onian Institu-
tion. Both Bache and Henry had been against Maury'. appointment as Superinten-
dent of the Naval Observatory. 
Maury was not a trained astronomer, and, what is more, his main interests 
were in improving practical navigation. The results of his effort were the famous 
"Wind and Current Charts" some of which he sent to Humboldt in September 
1849. 
Humboldt did not answer Maury's Ietter e ither immediately or directly. 
lnstead, he wrote to Johann Gottfried Flügel, United States consul in Leipzig. The 
passage re lated to Maury m Humboldt's Ietter to Flügel, dated Berlin, June J9th, 
1850, reads as follows: .,1 beg you to express to Lieul. Maury, the author of the 
beautiful chart of the winds and currents, prepared wi th . o much care and pro-
feund learning, my hearty gratitude and esteem. lt is a great undertaking, equally 
important to the practical navigator and for the advance of meteorology in gener-
al." (Schwarz 2004: 269-270.) 
Humboldt's opinion about Maury's works was not only copied and sent to the 
author; it also appeared in Lhe newspaper ,,Daily Advertiser" and was reprinted 
many times. Maury found it so important that he quoted it in his ,,Explanation and 
Sailing Directions to accompany Lhe Wind and Current Charts" (Maury 1851: 3). 
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Fig. 6: Scction of Maury's Wind and Current Chart of the North Atlantic, Thermal Sheet No. I, Serie\ 
D, 1852 (Temperaturc\ in Fahrenheit, William\ 1963· 150). 
Fig. 7 (right): Section of Maury's Wind and Current Chart o. 6, Serics A (Jrd cd. 1855) showmg 
Steamer lanes acros, thc Atlantic south of Newfoundland (Williams 1963: 148). 
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But Humboldt did not deal solely with Maury's achievements in his Ietter. He u ed 
the opportunity to expresc, his Opposition to slavery and - this is particularly im-
portant in our context - he praises Giltiss as weil. We can assume lhat Humboldt 
was aware of the friction between Maury on the one hand, and Giltiss and his 
friends on the other. 
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4.2. The fi r t "International Mariüme Meteorological Conference" 
and Maury's meeting with Humboldt in Berlin 
When, in 185 1, Maury's idea of "establishing a universal System of meteorologi-
cal observations for the ca as weil as for the land" (Will iams 1963: 208) began to 
mate ria1ize, he approached Hu mboldt in December ofthat year through thc Pruss-
ian Minister in Washington, Baron Friedrich von GeroJt (Wi1liams 1963: 542, note 
64). It i very 1ikely that Gera lt informed Humboldt immediate1y, but unfortunate-
ly th is Ietter has not been found yet. 
In April 185 1, Maury had written a lengthy Ietter to Humboldt in which 
he thanked him for the pra ise included in the Ietter to Flügel. Maury explained hi 
charts and po inted out anothcr aspect of his research: "lt will afford you plea ure 
to learn that my Iabors have so far enlisted the interest of the government towards 
their successful prosecution as to proeure a General order requiring every public 
cruiser to take a deep sea sounding in whatever part of the ocean and as often as 
practicable, and thus determine the depths of the ocean, the shape of the Mari ne 
basins &c." (Schwarz 2004: 284.) Here, for the first time, the deep-sea sounding 
program i mentioned in the correspondence between Humboldt and Maury. lt is 
intc resting lO note how Maury views Humboldt's role for hirnself and hi Iabor in 
the same Ietter: "Your approval of such an undertaking [Maury's investigations] 
strengthens mightily my hands for good & facil itates more than I can express, lhe 
ta k before me; it removes difficulties, break down obstacles, makes friends for 
the work, and enl ists many labourers for the field, who were before looking on it 
in id leness." (Schwarz 2004: 284.) 
The First " International Mari time Meteorological Conference" of 1853 in 
Brus els was a great personal triumph for Maury, even though he was not able to 
combine the meteorological observations for the sea and for the land. As the 
American historian of science Nathan Reingold has put it: "When [Maury] at-
tempted to extend his system to the land, using farmers instead of sea captains, 
lhe] was blocked by the existence of Henry's Smithsonian network." (Reingold 
1964: 146.) The Naval Ob ervatory and the Smithsonian Institution were not able 
to cooperate, mainly for personal reasons. 
On Maury's way home from Brussel , hc met Alexander von Humboldt in 
Berl in. We know of a Ietter from Humboldt to his American gue t, written on 
Monday, September J2Lh, 1853: "As it is my strong wish to have before long the 
opportunity to meet Lieutenant Maury and to tell him how much 1 admire hi great 
works on Nautical Astrono my, Meteorology and Terrestrial Physics, I dare to be 
as immodest as to ask him if he would have the time to honour me with hi visit 
tomorrow, Tuesday betwecn 1 and 2 p.m." (cf. Schwarz 2004: 325, transl. from 
the French). 
Humboldt's politeness can certainly be seen as an indication of his respect 
and admiration for Maury. The two men met on Tuesday, September 13Lh, 1853 in 
Humboldt' apartment in Berlin, Oranienburger Strasse No. 67. 
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Maury had come to Berlin to ee some other scienti ts as weil, among 
them naturalist Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg and perhaps meteorologi t Heinrich 
Wilhelm Dove. The Iist of scientists whom Maury met in Gerrnany compiled by 
Maury Corbin ( 1888: 156) is incomplete and not correct. 
Jt is likely that Humboldt suggested the title for Maury's "Physical Geog-
raphy of the Sea" whcn both men met in the Prussian capital. (Maury 1963: XIII. 
See al o Korturn 1985: 3.) F. Williams has described thc mecting in the following 
way: "In giving Humboldt a full report on the Brussels Conference, Maury men-
tioned that his original proposal had been for a universal systcm of observations 
for both land and sea. Baron von Humboldt encouraged him to work for just such 
an over-all consideration of meteorology and later repeated this in a Ietter." 
(William 1963: 220.) It is true that Maury, in his Ietter to Humboldt of November 
J01h, 1853, referred to the topic of meteorological observations on land and sea: 
"Pray will you not lend me the powerful aid which a ward from you would have 
in favour of a Main General Meteorological Conferencc of one that should take 
cognicion [sie] of the land as weil as the sea- and aim at the cstabli hment of a 
universal ystem of Observations. I should be most happy to hear your views upon 
the ubject." (Schwarz 2004: 326.) However, for such a c lear Statement Maury 
would wait in vain. In his following Ietter, written in August of 1854, Humboldt 
praised Maury's work only in general terms. There is not a single word about a 
General - land and sea - Meteorological Conference. (Cf. Schwarz 2004: 336-
338.) What might have becn the reason? Apparently Humboldt did not want to get 
involved in the quarrels among scientists, all of whom he rcspected. He certainly 
feared that, if he took one sidc, he would lose his general influence. Jf Humboldt 
was aware of the friction between Maury and his colleagues, he certainly regretted 
it, becau e it prevented a more efficient organization of scientific research. 
4. 3. Maury, Humboldt, and the Transatlantic Cable 
Maury kept Humboldt inforrned about the deep-sea sounding program, which was 
focused on finding the best area tn the ocean where a transatlantic cable could be 
placed. lt i surprising that Humboldt did not refer to it in his Ieucrs to Maury. 
However, in a note to Carl Böttger, who translated the "Physical Geography of the 
Sea" into German, Humbo ldt wrotc in October 1856 that the results of deep-sea 
soundings, organized by Maury, had been confirmed by the soundings carried out 
by Otway Henry Berryman for the telegraphic wire between Newfoundland and 
lreland. (Cf. Schwarz 2004: 409.) 
In 1857 a mutual American friend, Francis Lieber, sent Humboldt a piece 
of the cable. He a ked the physicist Gustav Magnus to show it to the member of 
the Royal Prussian Academy at Berlin. Humboldt remarked in a Ietter to Physiolo-
gist Emil du Bois-Reymond that this piece of wire had impressed the academy 
members because of the daring project of connecting the two hemispheres. (Cf. 
Schwarz/Wenig 1997: 154-155.) 
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5. References to each other in publications 
A final task is to check the references to Maury in Humboldt's writings against 
those to Humboldt found in Maury's works. As far as Maury is conccrned, he 
quotes Humboldt in the 8th edition of the "Explanations and Sailing Directions to 
accompany the Wind and Current Charts": ,,'ln the present condition of the sur-
face of our planet,' says Baron Humboldt, the mo t celebrated philosopher of the 
age, 'the area of the olid i to that of tbe fluid parts as I to 2 45 [ ... ]. "' This in-
troductory tatement i followed by 19 more line from "Cosmos". The reference 
i. in a very prominent position and almost reads as a dedication. Maury then 
quotes the Ietter from Humboldt to Johann Gottfricd Flügel of June 201h, 1850: "1 
beg you to express to Lieut. Maury, the author of the beautiful Charts of the Wind 
and Currents, prepared with so much care and profound learning, my hearty grati-
tude and esteem." (Maury 1858, vol. l: 1.) A Iongerpassage of Humboldt's "As-
pects of Nature" regarding the whirlwinds of the Upper Orinoco forms part of the 
chapter on Red Fog and Sea Dust (Maury 1858, vol. I: 32-33). Again from "Cos-
mo " Maury quotes some line in the introduction to chapter XI on the "Depth of 
the Ocean": ,.Philo ophers have greatly desired to ascertain the mean depression 
of the bed of the ocean below, as weil as the mean elevation of the continental 
mas es abol'e, the ea Ievel." (Maury 1858, vol. I: 113.) Yery interesting is a Ietter 
of Chri tian Gottfried Ehrenberg to Maury, dated October 1857 concerning the 
deep-sca sediments obtained in the Atlantic with John Mercer Brooke's apparatus: 
"Of the deep soundings in the 1ine of the projected At1antic telegraph, which are 
29 in number, I know only 5, the same which Mr. Morse sent to Mr. Humboldt, 
and which are not among the deepest. I know that they have reached soundings of 
2,000 to 2,070 fathoms." (Maury 1858, vol. 1: 175.) 
There are al o numerous cro s-references in the "Physical Geography of 
the Sea": § 326 (Humboldt's description of the dust-whirlwinds of the Orinoco) i , 
in effect a page-long pas age taken verbatim from Humboldt's "Aspects of Na-
ture" (Humboldt 1849 b: 36-39; see Maury 1963: 142-143). § 752 (Humboldt's 
description of rip-tides) was taken in part from the "Personal Narrative of Travel 
to the Equinoctial Regions of America" (Humboldt/Bonpland 1852/1853, vol. I: 
25-26). Furthermore, there are six references to Humboldt's Current. 
Of cour e, Maury possessed some of Humboldt's works and should have 
known them in detail. The few references spotted in his books are disappointing 
and do not include references to fundamental propositions Humboldt had ad-
vanced for ocean circulation and maritime meteorology. 
Screening Humboldt's work is somewhat easier, as we need only Iook at 
his texts written later than 1849 - after he had rcceivcd Maury's "Explanations 
and Sailing Directions". The third edition of his "Ansichten der Natur" (Humboldt 
1849 a) appeared in this year. lt includes many classical passages on marine sci-
ences, especially in the extensive notes. The most recent book from which Hum-
boldt quotes is a physical geography of leeland by Sartoriuc; von Waller hausen 
(Sartoriu von Wallershau en 1847; ee Humboldt 1849 a: vol. I: 91, 20 I). His 
"scientific illustration" for the essay on "Steppes and Deserts," which described 
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the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic circulation in general ("The consequence of 
the great rotatory movements of water", cf. Humboldt 1849 a, vol. I: 193-20 I ), 
would have been the placc to add some of Maury's results. A grcat deal of 
oceanography can be extracted from this book, which Humboldt regarded a his 
favourite publication. 
Fig. 8: Brookc'' Dccp Sca ounding Appar.uu~ <Maury 1855· 207). 
In Humboldt\ "Cosmo ," Maury is not mentioned. The works of the 
American oceanographer came to Humboldt's attention too late to influence his 
marine notions as expressed in this work. 
However, it i evident that Humboldt took notice of Maury and his work 
even before they met in Berlin. For instance, one of his many American visitors, 
Benjamin Silliman, in his account "A Vi-.it to Europe in 185 1 ," rcported that 
Humboldt praised thc work of Colonel Fremont in the Far West of North America, 
of Prof. Bache in surveying thc coasts, and of Lieutcnant Maury for improving thc 
safety of navigation (see Beck 1959: 304 ). 
lt may be assumed that in hb last years, Humboldt became more and 
more aware of the fact that the world around him was quickly changing. ln 
oceanography the cable project had opened a new era of deep-sea re earch. He 
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was no Iongersure that he would be able to incorporate the multitude of new Facts 
emcrging in all disciplines into hi'> '>ystem. ,.Cosmos" remained unfinished: he 
ncver found the time to complete his ,.Personal Narrative", and the planned ec-
ond volume of ,.Kleinere Schriften" (Humboldt 1853) was never published. 
In 1857, a great opportunity passed by wtthout much consequence. On 
Dccember 121h, 1856, thc Archduke Fcrdinand Maximilian, Commander-in-Chief 
of the Au trian Navy, had askcd Humboldt to write a scientific crui e in truction 
for the frigate ,.Novara" preparing to sail around the globe and then at anchor in 
Triest harbour. This was a great honour for Humboldt who had contributed to the 
Frcnch circurnnavigations (togcther with Fran<;ois Arago) and the British Antarc-
tic expedition of Sir Jarnes Ros!.. lt is well-known that Humboldt hirnself wantcd 
to join the Baudin circurnnavigation while travclling in America. The ,.Novara" 
episode has not been mentioned elsewhere until now. although the instruction is 
included as an appendix to the ,.Novara" report (sec Scherzer 1861 ). Humboldt 
sent his twenty-eight pages of suggestions rcgarding the Austrian cruise to Triest 
on April 71h, 1857. He recommended following the lanes suggested in the "Sailing 
Directions" according to Maury's instructions (,.nach meines Freundes Lieut. 
Maury (in Wa\hington) heilsamen Yor'ichriften"). Furthermore, he discussed oth-
er, more recent American expcdition'>, such as thc cruise of the ,.Dolphin" in 1854. 
But rnost of the text dealt with other rnatters. not with manne science and proper 
instrumentation. Humboldt presents no general research peP .. pective from which to 
study currents or the sea bed. lle urged the commander to keep an abstract log in 
the form agreed upon at the Brussels Conference, and we know that Maury re-
ceived just c;uch a diary on June 6th, 1860. llowever, the well-organized ,.Novara" 
cruise of 1857- 1859 did not contribute much to the development of oceanography. 
There wa a scientific staff on board, but no one was S)'>\!Ctalized in marine mat-
tcrs. Humboldt was old and alone in his network. Neither he nor Ehrenberg were 
able to name a younger scienti'>t to go with the ,.Novara". 
Finally, there is the never-ending story of Humboldt's intention to write a 
monograph on ocean current'> to be included in the second volume of ,.Kleinere 
Schriften". The story of hi'> work on the manuscript up until his death has been 
told by Engelmann ( 1969 a) and Korturn ( 1990), who summarize the main sources 
and results of thc proof!. that have survived. At the end of 1854, Humboldt had re-
vised earlier manuscript versions and sent a clean copy to his publisher Cotta, who 
retumed the proofs of the first part of the ocean text (pagcs 31- 145, following a 
paper on climatology). This document stop.., in the middlc of a sentencc dcaling 
with cold watcr bodie in Baffin Bay off Labrador and in thc Norwegian and Bar-
ents Sea, which are known today to initiate convection processcs in thc subpolar 
Atlantic that start the Global Conveyer Bell of the world's oceans. The titlc of the 
text i ,.Über Meeresströmungen im allgemeinen und über die kalte peruanisehe 
Strömung in der Süd'>ee im Gegensatz tu dem warmen Golf- oder Florida-
Strome" (On Ocean Currents in General and on the cold Pcruvian Currcnt in Can-
trast to the warm Gulf or Florida Current"). The text of thc proofs is currcntly be-
ing prepared for publication and will add rnany new Fact., to what we know now 
about Humboldt's oceanographic ideas. Surprisingly most of the pages deal with 
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the Gu1f Stream and North Atlantic circulation, which i now a topic of modern 
German oceanographac research (for details cf. Korturn 1990). Jt i triking that 
Humboldt re-asse~~ed his own temperature observations in that area, which he had 
made fifty years earlier, to a great extent. He referred to Maury's "Sailing Direc-
tions" and thc "Physical Geography of the Sea" nine times, which i not very of-
ten if we take into account how many ncw result the American scientist had com-
piled. The Iongest and most interesting reference i about cold counter-currents 
observed in the Gulf Strcam. ln a Footnote (proof page 140), Humboldt mentioned 
the cruise of the bng "Do1phin" (cf. Lee 1854), and Walsh's crui e with the 
. chooner "Taney'' in Maury's Sailing Direction for 1853, p. 160-174. On the fol-
lowing page ( 141 ), Humboldt discu ed the Arctic Current and referred to a report 
of Alexander D. Bache, Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey, to the 
Senate. These detail~ show that Humboldt was aware of the mo t modern investi-
gations and wanted to include them in his text on ocean circulation. We do not 
know what Humboldt intended to pre. ent in the next section of his manuscript. 
Perhap. he feit that hc was no Ionger able to proce s the most recent finding 
coming in from Amcrica and el ewhere. Adding a limited number of footnotes 
would not go very far in covering such a complex matter. Over the year during 
which he had worked on this subject, he, as had Maury for some time, relied on J. 
Renncll's theory, which he tried to improve. The result is a great number of Ionger 
quotations from Renneil ( 1832). After all, Humboldt, then eighty-sevcn years old, 
was also working hard on hi<; "Cosmos". For reasons we do not know he stopped 
work on his favouritc subject of ocean currents. lt can be a sumed that the "Oid 
Man from the Mountain", as he liked to call himself, realized that hc was running 
out of time. His plan to show how the ocean functions as an integral part of the 
Cosmos could not be realized. 
There are indications, however, that Humboldt made a serious effort to 
keep informed about recent development in oceanography. In his introduction to 
the second German edition of Maury's "Physical Geography of the Sea", thc 
translator Carl Böttgcr, quoted from a lengthy Ietter to him from Humboldt (cf. 
Korturn 1985: 19-20): "Sie haben eine vortrefnichc deutsche Ausgabe des treff-
lichen, freilich etwas unvollständigen Buches meines Freundes Maury geliefert 
mit Karten, die die des Originals weit übertreffen. Mein Verkehr mit Maury ist seit 
vielen Jahren um so lebhafter, als ich ein großes Interesse an Strömungen, Meere-
temperatur und Wirkung der Sandbänke (?) nehme. Eine herrliche Bestätigung 
der von Maury veranlaßten Sondirungsresultate hat jetzt eben die vollendete Son-
dirung für den Telegraphie Wire von St. John in Neu-Fundland bis Valentia-Bay in 
Irland durch Lieutenant Berryman gegeben. Morse schickt mir eben eine 15 Fuß 
lange Sondirungskarte und ver ichert, daß der Telegraph in weniger als einem Jahr 
zur Verbindung beider Continente brauchbar fertig sein werde. 'There will be a 
possibility ', schreibt mir der Telegraphen-More (London, 7. Oktober). 'to send 
you in less tlwn one vear a despatch from my lwme on the Hudson Ril•er to Pots-
dam in less than 5 minutes of time. I Iook with sanguine hope to this conswnma-
tion '. Die Länge der Sondirungslinie von eu-Fundland bi Irland ist 1640 nauti-
ca/ miles [ ... ]. Die größte gefundene Tiefe war 2070 fathoms (2 1/3 miles), etwa 
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833 mi/es westlich von Irland und 807 mi/es östlich von Neu-Fundland. Die größ-
ten Strecken hatten 1200 fathoms = 7200 Fuß Tiefe. Ich glaube, daß diese Resulta-
te Sie interes iren werden. Mor e chickt mir auch für Ehrenberg Proben des Mee-
re boden , nirgend. Fel en. Ehrenberg hat chon früher lebendige Polythalamien 
in großen Meerestiefen mikroskopisch aufgefunden ... " (Maury 1859: VII -Vlll ; re-
printed in Schwarz 2004: 409). Thi passage illustrates Hurnboldt's peculiar inte-
re t in oceanographic matter , an interest which remained alive until the end of hi 
long life. 
6. Concluding remarks 
Shortly after Humboldt's death, Maury wrote of llumboldt: "With unerring judg-
ment he knew how to encourage, and when to commend. Often in the loneline 
of his calling, has the 'weil done' of thi great man cheered and encouraged the 
student with hi speciality, the philosopher with his researches." Wehaveseen that 
Humboldt was always wi lling to praise Maury and to support his efforts publicly. 
However, even at his old age, Humboldt knew how to avoid getting involved in 
quarret. among scientists. 
Humboldt had madc his own Observations in the Atlantic and was espe-
cially interested in the Gulf Stream system. He returned to this subject several 
times, although he could never lini h his manuscript on ocean currents. The Ietten; 
which Humboldt exchanged with the American hydrographer M. F. Maury, as 
weil as their meeting in Berlin in 1853, are a high light in the history of oceanogra-
phy and mark a turning point towards a new era of studying and understanding the 
ocean. The geography of the sea- and marine sciences in general-will be forever 
indebted to the pioneering contributions of Humboldt and Maury. For Humboldt-
ian Studies the communication between the e two very different men with their 
common enthusiasm for ocean re earch constitutes a specilic cxample in one irn-
portant discipline of early German- American cientilic coopcration. 
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Appendix 
I. Letter of Alexander von Humboldt to Mauhew Fontaine Maury, 
Berlin, Monday.[September 12'h, 1853] 
In: Schwarz 2004: 325. 
Je reviens de Potsdam a cause dc l'arrivee du Roi et de Ia Reine: je sui~ maJheureusemem force 
d'aller mercredi et jeudi a Ia campagne, ma Familie panant pour Rome. Dan Je vif desir quc j'ai 
d 'avoir bientot le bonheur de voir Mr. Je Lieutenant Maury et de Lui dire combien j'admire Ses 
grands travaux d'A~tronomie nautique, de Meteorologie, de Phy ique du Globe, j'o~e etre a\sez 
indiscret pour demander. st demain mardi dans Ia matinee il seroit asseL libre pour mc faire l'in-
signe honneur dc vcnir me voir de I a 2h. J'irais a Son hötel, mais je pense que cela le generoit 
d'avamage et Lui ferou pcrdre le tems de m'attendre. 
Agreel, je Yous supplte. Mon~ieur, l'hommage de ma haute et respcctueuse consideration. 
[in another hand:] 121h Scpt[cmber] 1853. 
A. Humboldt a Bcrlin , 
Oranicnburger Str[aße] n. 67 
cc lundi soir 
2. Leuer of Matthew Fontaine Maury to Alexander von Humboldt 
Wa~hington, November tO•h, 1853 
ln: Schwan 2004: 325. 
My dear Sir 
National Observatory 
Washington ov[ember]t()lb [1 8]53 
I have the pleasure of ~ending you - herewilh a ~tatemem of lhe deep sea oundings of the Dol-
phin Lt. Beryman - also some remarks by that officer also a chan showing hi soundings also a 
drawing of the Deep sea l>Oundings apparatus invemed by Passed Mid[shipman] J. M. Brookc 
U[nited) S[tates] Navy. Also a copy of a General Order recommending the abstract logs a recom-
mendation by thc Brusseb Conference to bc kept on board of any vessel in the U(nited] S[tatcs] 
Navy. 
Pray will you not !end me the powerful aid which a word from you would have in 
favour of a Main General Meteorological Conference of one that should takc Cognicion of the 
land as weil as lhe sea- and aim at the establishmem of a universal system of Observations. 
I should be most happy to hear your views upon lhe subject. Pardon, my Honored Sir, the Libeny 
I take & believe me now as ltruly am 
Baron 
Alexander Humboldt 
Berlin . 
Your friend & admirer 
M.F. Maury 
